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All the world's a stage,
aft.






















And all the men and women
merely players:
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They have their exits and their entrances;































David Hall receiving 1982 George C. Rogers Service Award. Tehri A. Barry receiving Faculty General Excellence Award.
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Omicron Delta Kappa members 1982.
Gayla D. McCracken receiving the Secondary Education award.


















Donna O'Brien receiving Faculty General Excellence award.
Two prestigious awards and 122 other citations
were presented to students at the annual Honors
Convocation. Some of the categories in which awards
were given are: SGA officers, class presidents,
publications, athletics, honorary academic awards,
and awards in each of the individual disciplines. Cer-
tificates were presented to the members of Who's
Who in American Universities and Colleges, Alpha
Mu Gamma, Sigma Tau Delta, Phi Alpha Theta, Phi
Sigma Tau, and Omicron Delta Kappa.
GEORGE C. ROGERS AWARD
1981-82 David Hall
1982-83 Phillip Lassen




1981-82 Dr. Joseph Cicero
1982-83 Patti Sue Hickman
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT DIVISION AWARD
1981-82 Carolyn Cox
1982-83 Terry A. Barnett
Sue Herman and Linda Sellers Academic All Americans
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GRADUATION
The place was Kimbel Gymnasium and the event was
Graduation. Former Gov. Donald Russell, who delivered
the May 1, 1982 commencement address, was honored by
the College with the donation of a yearly scholarship in his
name. Katy Mason was the first recipient of this
scholarship.
Russell addressed world problems of nuclear war, the
threat of war in the Middle East and the decline of America
in world leadership status as problems that must be faced
by the country's youth.
Including May, August, and December graduates, 291
students were awarded degrees from Coastal in 1982.
There were 15 Associate in Arts, 8 Associate in Science,
14 Associate in Science in Technical Nursing, 25 Bachelor
of Arts, 37 Bachelor of Arts in Education, 32 Bachelor of
Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies, 27 Bachelor of Science,
100 Bachelor of Science in Business, 21 Bachelor of
Science in Education, and 12 Bachelor of Science in Inter-
disciplinary Studies.
On May 7, 1983 Dr. Fred W. Hicks, the Chancellor
elect, delivered the commencement address. A total of 350
students received degrees in 1983. There were 20
Associate of Arts, 30 Associate in Science, 18 Associate in
Science in Technical Nursing, 36 Bachelor of Arts, 32
Bachelor of Arts in Education, 50 Bachelor of Arts in Inter-
disciplinary Studies, 22 Bachelor of Science, 103 Bachelor
of Science in Business Administration, 12 Bachelor of
Science in Education, 15 Bachelor of Science in Inter-








Building Named for E. M. Singleton
The Administration Building at USC-Coastal Carolina College was of-
ficially named in honor of Coastal Carolina Chancellor Edward M.
Singleton in ceremonies at the college on September 28, 1982.
Singleton, who announced plans to retire from his position as the head
of the school at the end of the Spring 1983 academic year, was recognized
for his educational and community achievements at a public ceremony
Tuesday, Sept. 28 on the portico of the Administration Building. At the
ceremony a portrait of the Chancellor was unveiled and the building was
officially renamed as the Edward M. Singleton Building in honor of the
man who has headed Coastal Carolina College for almost 20 years.
The Coastal Carolina College Alumni Association proposed renaming
the Administration Building and the proposal was approved by the Horry
County Higher Education Commission. The Administration Building was
the first structure erected on the campus of USC-Coastal Carolina College
after the college moved to its current site near Conway in 1962. Coastal
Carolina College was created by the Coastal Education Foundation in
1954, but did not affiliate with the University of South Carolina until 1960.
Edward M. Singleton became director of the college in 1963, and was
later named chancellor.
When Singleton moved into his office in the college Administration
Building, in 1963, Coastal Carolina College consisted of one structure, a
handful of faculty and approximately 100 students. Today, the college is a
four-year USC campus with nine structures, 115 faculty and more than
2,500 students.
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The new 2.1 million dollar science building was dedicated
Tuesday, October 26, 1982. The 35,000-square-foot structure
contains 12 teaching laboratories, eight classrooms, 23 faculty of-
fices, research facilities, a darkroom, an electron microscope
room, an instrument room, and supply facilities.
The keynote speaker at the dedication ceremony was Dr.
Richard H. Kropschot, The Associate Director for Basic Energy
Sciences in the Office of Energy Research at the Department of
Energy in Washington. Kropschot is responsible for planning and
coordinating the overall content and future direction of the
various basic energy sciences programs, which include research
in the physical and biological sciences, applied mathematics and
engineering.
"The new science facility gives us greater flexibility and allows
us to provide new kinds of learning experiences to our students,"
says Dr. Richard Moore, Dean of the School of Science.
"The Science Building greatly enhances our capability for in-
struction in the sciences," he says. "It also improves oppor-
tunities research and it means that students in our community will
have an even better opportunity to receive a quality science
education at Coastal Carolina College."
Richard H. Kropschot
Keynote speaker for Science Building Dedication
Sumter Langston, Horry County Higher Education Commission, congratulates Dr.
Richard Moore, Dean of the School of Science.
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Student Mixer/Pig-Picking
As one of the first events on campus each fall
semester, the Student Government Association's stu-
dent mixer/pig-picking provides students with an oppor-
tunity to interact with their peers and professors. Mugs
of beer and full stomachs generated the loosening of






On December 9, 1982 Campus Union
sponsored their annual Christmas Formal.
The setting this year was 2001 VIP and
everyone got into the mood by "decking
out" for a night on the town. With 2001 VIP
supplying the bouncers and bartenders, it






The chill winds of early
December were not enough to keep
students from the Christmas For-
mal. Clever students found their
own ways to keep warm by dancing
to The Maxx or slipping through
the crowds stealing kisses.
Mistletoe did not instigate the wild
kissing spree, Campus Union did.
They promised a free CINO Day
T-shirt to the first male and female
to secure 50 kisses from 50 dif-
ferent people. Time was not a fac-
tor as students warmed up to the
task at hand and even continued
after Steve Eaddy and Anita Strat-
ton won the prizes.
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The Kimbel Distinguished
The Kimbel Distinguished Lecture Series is sponsored by the Kimbel Trust, the Episcopal Diocese of South Carolina, The Sun News of Myr-
tle Beach, and USC-Coastal Carolina College.
It was created in memory of the late William A. and Maud Kimbel, who were devoted and generous benefactors to Coastal Carolina College
and the Waccamaw/Grand Strand Region.
The Kimbel Distinguished Lecture Series was established to make a positive contribution to the college and the community by providing a
forum for distinguished lecturers of national stature.
Irving R. Levine
On Saturday, April 3, 1982, NBC White House correspondent Irving R.
Levine delivered a free public address entitled "The Nation's Economy:
Where Are We Going?"
Based in Washington D.C., Irving R. Levine is Economics Affairs specialist
for NBC News and is seen regularly on NBC-TV Nightly News, the "Today
Show" and News Specials. He is a frequent panel member on "Meet the
Press." Mr. Levine has covered every major economic development in
Washington since 1971 when President Nixon instituted wage and price con-
trols and devalued the dollar.
Prior to his present assignment, Mr. Levine spent ten years in Italy, four
years in the Soviet Union, three years in Korea and Japan, and one year in
England. His NBC News coverage echoes the history of a quarter of a cen-
tury. Mr. Levine graduated from Brown University with a Phi Beta Kappa
Key. He received a Master's degree from the Columbia Graduate School of
Journalism, and has been awarded honorary degrees of Doctors of Letters
from Brown University and Bryant College.
Art Linkletter
On Tuesday, October 19, 1982, television and radio star Art Linkletter
delivered a free public address.
Linkletter is a popular, nationally-known public speaker made famous by his net-
work television program called "People Are Funny."
A television and radio performer for more than 45 years, Linkletter has starred
in two of the longest-running programs in broadcast history: "House Party" which
aired on CBS radio and television for 25 years, and "People Are Funny," which
aired on NBC television and radio for 19 years. Linkletter won an Emmy Award for
"House Party" and he has performed in numerous television specials and motion
pictures.
He is the author of 16 books, including "Kids Say the Darndest Things," which
was a national best-seller. His humanitarian work, his interest in youth and his
motivational speaking have earned him various honors, including Speaker of the
Year, Salesman of the Year and 10 honorary doctorate degrees from colleges and
universities throughout the country.




Former Soviet Ambassador Arkady Shevchenko, the former Under Secretary General of the
United Nations, now serving as an advisor on Soviet affairs for the U.S. government, lectured
on Soviet subversion and espionage, a Kremlin view of the White House and the succession of
power in Moscow, on Tuesday, October 25, 1983.
Shevchenko made international news in 1978, when he broke with the Soviet system and
became the highest-ranking Soviet official to ever defect to the U.S. Born in the Soviet Union in
1930, Shevchenko received a Ph.D. in international law from Moscow's Diplomatic Institute,
authored a variety of books and articles on diplomatic subjects and rose to a prominent, power-
ful position in the Soviet government before defecting to the West. He was the chief political ad-
visor to Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. He held the highest rank awarded diplomats
in the Soviet Union.
When Shevchenko fled to the United States from his position at the U.N. in 1978, President
Reagan described Shevchenko's defection as possibly "the biggest and most important break-
through for us since World War II."
James J. Kilpatrick
James J. Kilpatrick, the most widely syndicated political columnist in the United States, spoke at Wheelwright Auditorium on Wednes-
day, April 6, 1983.
A native of Oklahoma City, with family ties to the American South, he served as editor of the award-winning RICHMOND NEWS
LEADER, one of America's major newspapers, from 1951 to 1967. As editor of the NEWS LEADER, he attracted national attention for
his thoughtful, incisive editorials.
He became a syndicated political columnist in 1964 and his regular column, "A Conservative View," now appears in 425 American
Newspapers. He is also a contributing editor to THE NATIONAL REVIEW and a regular essayist for THE NATION'S BUSINESS. He
appeared on CBS-TV's 60 MINUTES for years as the conservative debater on "Point/Counter-point" and he currently appears on the
PBS television program AGRONSKY AND CO. He is the author of several books, including the new AMERICAN SOUTH: TOWNS and







Eva Gabor, who has had a successful career as an actress-comedienne and all
phases of show business, from the legitimate stage to motion pictures, television and
personal appearances, appeared in the Wheelwright on April 24, 1984. She made her
Broadway debut as the ingenue in Rodgers' and Hammerstein's "The Happy Time,"
and from there ventured into Hollywood and motion pictures. Eva enjoyed a record-
breaking six-year run on CBS-TV by starring in the "Green Acres" series. Today it is
one of the most successful shows in syndication.
She was born in Budapest and attended Forstner Girls Institute there and Notre
Dame De Sion at Lausanne, Switzerland. Eva was the first of the Gabor sisters to ar-
rive in the United States followed by Magda and Zsa Zsa.
Eva is currently touring the country and expounds on her three lives: an actress, a

















Beer, games, beer, food, beer, and
music, are the ingredients of a successful
CINO (Coastal Is Number One) Day. This
year was no exception. Campus Union
was the overseer of the entire day and
the bands Jasmine, Stratus, and Lightnin









As CINO Day '84 arrived crowds of students mobbed the gates of Con-
way High School's football stadium for the 12:30 pm opening of the
festivities. After paying a minimal one dollar for the traditional CINO Day
cup, students enjoyed free hot dogs, barbeque, and BEER and BEER and
BEER! But that was not all to keep them occupied, the Butterfly Man
razzled and dazzled his audience with juggling, jokes, and unicycle stunts.
While he was not performing, the nationally known recording group
FIREFALL played hit after hit. The dunking booth provided more fun as
students drenched their favorite(?) professors. And if that was not enough



























The Spring Arts Festival is a three-day event chocked full of singing, dancing, drama and participatory events. Night performances by
visiting artists featured Greg Reynolds and his Dance Quintet and the Charlotte Symphony Orchestra. Special features of the arts festival
included a glue-in where visitors were given pieces of wood and allowed to create sculptures; folk dancing where guests were asked to
join in; improvisational workshops, nature walks, batik workshops, raku and pottery demonstrations, Shakespearean workshop and
poetry symposium, where amateur as well as experienced poets read their works. A Mother Goose walk through Spadoni Park introduc-
ed youngsters to Mother Goose characters and a gospel sing added to enthusiasm of the festival goers. Klig's Kites from the Galleria
Shopping Center in Myrtle Beach put on a kite demonstration.
Festival organizers believe in the theory that art doesn't exist when it's on the shelf.
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Jacqueline Dianne Howard — English
Jeff C. Lee — Interdisciplinary Studies
Katherine Morgan Mason — History











On February 5, 1983, Susie Sanders was crowned
Miss Homecoming 1983.
Susie is a junior majoring in Counseling and Educa-
tion. She is a Golden Heart in Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Campus Union Coordinator. Her hobbies are enter-
taining, fishing, horseback riding, raising animals and
cooking.
Sabrina Rhinehart, 1st. runner-up, is a junior ma-
joring in Physical Education. She has been a member
of the cheerleading squad for three years and serves
as co-captain for the 1982-83 season.






























For the second time in Coastal's history students broke with tradition by choosing a male
Homecoming Queen. Mike Gatewood, for 1984. The first male Homecoming Queen, also
sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon, was elected in 1979.
Mike Gatewood, the Homecoming Queen, is a sophomore majoring in Psychology. His
hobbies include snow skiing, water skiing, and surfing.
Jackie Kilcrease, 1st. runner-up, is a sophomore majoring in Physical Therapy and
Psychology. Her hobbies include swimming, dancing, helping others and cooking. She is
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega.

















Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Jackie Kilcrease




















The ATHENEUM is the largest publication produc-
ed by students at Coastal. It serves to document in
words and pictures the events of the academic year.
Many, many hours are spent on putting together this
testimonial to the drive, zest, and exuberance of the
students at Coastal. Every event no matter how big
or small is a topic of "reporting" by the staff. This
edition of the ATHENEUM is a two year book and
consists of 216 pages. The only membership re-
quirements to be on the ATHENEUM staff are: 1) In-
terest, 2) Energy, 3) A desire to work hard, 4) Pa-
tience, and 5) a bottle of aspirin for all the migraine
headaches.
Editor-in-Chief — Trish Marsh
Sports Editor — Jamie Gray
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Clubs — Lisa Raines, Robin Crouch — co-editors, Terri Skipper,
LuCindy Bohn, and Sheila Clardy
Faculty section — Vicki Kujala Sports editor — 19831984
Teresa Richardson
Business Manager — Darlene Haines
Advisor 1983-84
Veronica Davis











The Chanticleer is the newspaper printed
on campus. It reports events of interest,
such as academic and extracurricular ac-
tivities. It also informs students of upcoming
events. It was established in 1962, and up
until this year, was printed every other




































The Chanticleer is published weekly. The deadline is every Thursday, 3:00 p.m Al
submissions mav be turned in to the Chanticleer Office, room 203 D, Student Center
Lynne Radcliffe — editor at best. Martha Wilhoit, taking care of business.
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Dr. Jim Beaty, advisor of the staff. Laura Araiza checking over her report.
Bottom, L to R: Laura Araiza, Esta Hill, Lynne Radcliffe, Delphine Johnson, Tod Macneir. Top, L to R: John
Pooley, Julie Rice, Suzanne Hill, Rodney Rogers, Martha Wilhoit.
Teresa Devine, News Editor, reviews the latest issue of The
Chanticleer
The Chanticleer staff hard at work at The Horry Shopper
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If you had to characterize the CHANTICLEER
in one word it would be turmoil. The Fall 1983
editor resigned after the fall semester, the CHAN-
TICLEER went back to being published every two
weeks, and spring semester 1984, the CHAN-
TICLEER was not published the first couple of
weeks of class due to the process of finding a new
editor.
The staff was small and sometimes it seemed
almost nonexistent and at times it seemed that
deadlines couldn't possibly be met, but somehow
the paper reached the stands. To this we wish to
thank Martha Wilhoit — Editor Fall '83, Bugs Hill
— Managing editor Spring '84, and Ann Sanders


















The Chanticleer newspaper is a non-professional school publication published every two
weeks on Tuesday. The opinion expressed herein are those of the Chanticleer staff. The
deadline for submissions Is every other Thursday at 3:00. The Chanticleer office is located




Sherri Johnson is distributing papers for the campus. Martha Wilhoit — Editor-in-Chief for the Fall 1983 semester.
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Karen L. (Bugs) Hill — Managing Editor and Ann Sanders — (Copy Editor) take time out from their busy schedule to pose
for the photographer.
Teresa Richardson — Sports Editor
V—'"
L «
Lisa Kline smiles for the Photographer.
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Paula Richardson is working on a layout.




The Archarios is Coastal's only literary publication. It
encourages the artistic creativity of all students, faculty,
and staff. Published annually, entries for the magazine,
which consist of poetry, prose, art work, short stories,
and photography, are selected by an unbiased commit-
tee of students and faculty. Sandy Jeffcott was the
editor for 1982-83, and John Walker is the editor for
1983-84. The Archarios advisor is Dr. Randall Wells.
John Walker takes a break.
Row 1, L to R: Jackie Howard, Sandy Jeffcott, Karyl Brown. Row 2: Dr. Wells, John Walker.
The Archarios staff - hard at work.
Dr. Wells and Jackie Howard find working on the magazine amusing.
Sandy Jeffcott always had something to do as editor.
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Roy Whetnall likes a piece of poetry just read.
1983-1984 ARCHARIOS Staff
Advisor: Dr. Randall Wells
Editor: John D. Walker
Assistant Editor: Roy Whetnall
Paste-Up and Selection Crew:
Janet M. Barwick
Sharon Prince




Editor John Walker is working hard to meet his deadlines.
ARCHARIOS staff looking over a layout.
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The Afro-American Society strives
to promote awareness of Black
heritage and the role it plays in to-
day's society. The club works toward
unity among all people. The organiza-
tion sponsors an awards banquet for
service and the South Carolina Black
Leadership Program. Also for 1984,
the Afro-American Society is co-
sponsoring Josh White with Campus
Union.
1982-83 MEMBERS — Row 1, L to R: Vanessa Alston, Clara Lance, Doris Woodbury, Angelia Blaine, Valeria Hickman, Lisa
Woodbury, William Gerald. Row 2: Denise Armour, Carla Brown, Valerie Weaver, Linda White, Wendell Hemingway. Row 3:
Robert McCray, William Drayton, Tony Whittington, Michael Hopkins, Herman Senor, Ellis Chestnut.
William Gerald 1982-83 President
Lisa Woodbury — Secretary and Eugene Gibson — President smile for the
camera.
1983-84 MEMBERS — Row 1, L to R: Cynthia Grier, Gena Woodbury, Lisa Woodbury. Row 2:
Pamela Davis, Claudine Lance, Myra Flager, Wanda Holmes, Edward Givens. Row 3: Eugene





1982-83 members are: Row 1, L to R: Michael Jorden. John Walker, Jack Murphy — Treasurer, Karyl Brown —
Secretary, Michael Gay — Vice-President, Donna O'Brien — President, Esta Hill, Dr. Gerald Groves — Advisor. Row




1983-84 members are: Row 1, L to R: Esta Hill, Lynne Radcliffe, Sarah Purcell, Dr Robinson, Janice Williams, Agnes Nallo. Row 2, L to R:
Mike Mongeon. Dr. Trout, Kim Duncan, Sandy Jeffcott — President, Steve Purcell, Claudia Cleary, Walter Dinkins, Walter Haynes, Harry
Stevens Not Pictured: Sherri Estridge — Vice President
Carpe Diem originated as an English Club, but now is open
to all creative people who are interested in the arts. They
sponsor a one-act play contest for the Spring Arts Festival.
They have funded a competition for writers in area high
schools. And they sponsored the Great Gatsby: the film and
the party. They also sponsor speakers, including Jay Thomp-
son and Elizabeth Scroggins. Carpe Diem co-sponsors a book
and record sale with Phi Sigma Tau.
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The Omega Kappa Chapter of the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
was founded at Coastal Carolina in the spring of 1977, 52 years
after the founding of the national organization in 1925. Alpha Phi
Omega is a National Service fraternity whose purpose is to develop
leadership, promote friendship, and to provide service to humanity.
Some of the events sponsored by APO in 1982-1983 include two
blood drives, the "Gimme Shelter Party," and the Spring Fling held
at Studebaker's. The 1983-1984 events included the Handicapped
Play Day for deaf children, manned SGA and Homecoming voting
booths, Bake Sale for Pledge Class, fund raiser for the nursing
homes, and Studebaker's Party to raise money for the Heart fund.
OFFICERS — L. to R.: Treasurer: Davis Gerrald, V/P Membership: Ted Thomas, V/P Ser-
vice: Mark Reynolds, and President: Bob Steele.
Row 1, L to R: Sherry McKee, Nancy Clements. Row 2: Tami Lewis, Robin Kooestra,
Jackie Kilcrease.
Row 1, L to R: Ted Thomas, Bob Steele. Row 2: Johnny Roberson, James Galbraith, Mark
Reynolds. Row 3: Dr. Terry Barnett, Steve Nagle, Davis Gerrald. Row 4: Tim Opp, Danial
Hoffman, Scott Johnson.




OFFICERS (1983-1984) — Jackie Kilcrease — Vice President of Service, Davis Gerrald — President, Sue
Bennett — Sgt. at Arms, Clay Green — Vice President of Membership, Ron Romano — Treasurer, Jim





OMEGA — Bottom Row, L to R: Davis Gerrald, Ellen Grimsley, Clay Green, Sheila Vereen,
Middle Row: David Cureton, Sheila Clardy, Jackie Kilcrease, Sue Bennett. Top Row: Robyn
Romano, Cheri Davis.
Dave Sharp gets wild with Digger and Coors beer.
President Davis Gerrald poses with a cold beer and a warm smile.
Students enjoy a good time at the Rock of Ages party at Studebaker's. Coastal students give the gift of life.
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The members of the Business Club
seek to meet the club's objectives of
promoting interest in business and pro-
viding increased knowledge about the
business world by its participation in
campus and community affairs.
The Business Club held its annual
Christmas Party for underprivileged
children, the car wash on Coastal's
campus, the Honors Convocation ban-
quet, the Spring Fling trip, and a book
exchange service for students.
1983-84 MEMBERS — Row 1, L to R: Susan Beelcr, Diann Houchins (president), Diana Gallant (Sec./Treas.), Jacquelyn Greene,
Donna Tolar. 2nd Row: Dr. Paddock, Professor Driver, Professor Eason, Kay Schwan, Beth Langston, Scott Harrelson, David Sage,
Dr. Carr.
1982-83 MEMBERS — Kneeling, L to R: Susan Deloach, Bobby Wright, Kathy Clayton, Jeanne Minshall, Roger Grier — V.P. Projects. Standing: Trish
Marsh — V.P. Membership, Carolyn Pate — President, Carolyn Smith — V.P. Publicity, Ann Charles, Dr. Andy Hendrick, Micheal Jordan, Tina O'Conner,
Chris Kelley, David Hall, Teri Skipper, Debbie Hull — Secretary/Treasurer, Dale Smith, Fred Hamilton.
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Tina O'Conner manages to laugh despite the task at hand.
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Kim Cape, Steve Persamanos, and Kathy Clayton sort out presents to be wrapped.
Carolyn Pate and Susan Deloach bag the presents to be sent to needy children for Christmas.
Trish Marsh and Ann Charles cut up after a Business Club meeting. Roger Grier working diligently at the car wash
<&Am$m§ wm®& 1082-83
Campus Union is the major campus organization that provides ac-
tivities and parties for all students. This year, Campus Union Coor-
dinator, Susie Sanders, was especially busy overseeing "Welcome
Back" dances for both semesters, three coffee houses, the Christmas
Formal, CINO Day, and the Spring Formal.
In addition to sponsoring these activities, several Campus Union
members attended the NACA Regional Convention and the NACA Na-
tional Convention.
I
Campus Union members gather around the entrance. Susie Sanders serves beer at a coffee house.
Row 1, Left to Right: Becky Stanaland. Bennett Turner, Susie Sanders, Sharon Williams. Row 2, Left to Right: Chad Melton, Debbie Citraro, Janice Williams, Robin
Crouch, Sue Bennett, Lisa Raines, Todd McNair, Bill Nygorski, Cindy Bonn, Trish Marsh.
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I
Two Coastal students cool out with a few beers. Bill Nygorski and Tori Myers doing business at a Campus Union coffee house.
CAMPUS UNION OFFICERS — Becky Stanaland: Secretary, Bennett Turner:
Pr. Chairman, Susie Sanders: Coordinator, Sharon Williams: Asst. Coordinator
Campus Union members Lisa Raines, Robin Crouch and Trish Marsh check
Coastal ID's
Coastal students jam to the beat.
Sharon Williams gives out wrist tickets at the dance.
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For the 1983-84 school year, Campus





Mark Weiner and the Weinerettes
Steps
Wayne Kings Music Review
The Butterfly Man
Firefall








Campus Union members are L to R: Jenny Martin, Rick Bedser, Nancy Cicero, Sharon Williams, Todd Young, Cindy Bohn,
Sue Bennett, Bennett Turner, Frances Driggers, and Shelia Clardy.
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Jackie Kilcrease and Martha Wilhoit helped represent APO as Bartenders at a Campus Union
function.
Sharon, Nancy, and Mary are all smiles. Wonder who just walked in the door?
Trish Marsh's enthusiasm is evident as she gets to play with all the money.
Donna Keller follows the agenda during a Campus Union Meeting. Joyce Yedlosky, in charge of Campus Union Publicity, is the one responsible










Row 1: Lynn Farmer, Pam Tindall, Chevellc Turner, Lisa Hardwick. Row 2: Jeanne Bowers, Sonya Lowrimore (president). Julia Barker, Martha Thomas (advisor),
Marianna Fox (advisor), Helen McCoy. Row 3: Donald Purcell, Lane Martin, Herbert Ware, Joel Gladdin. Not Pictured: Lisa Adams, Secretary/Treasurer.
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1983-84 MEMBERS — Row 1, L to R: Todd Rollings, Dr. James Farsolas, Dr. Paul Peterson, James Branham — Advisor.
Row 2: Gregory Urbine, John Walker, Dr. Roy Talbert, Dudley Desilva, Joey Secino, Dr.Charles Joyner, Paul Gumm, Clyde
MacDonald, Rick Bedser, Chip Hyman, Tommy Edwards, Trish Marsh.
John Walker — SGA Rep., Trish Marsh — Treasurer, and Paul Gumm — President discuss plans
for the next meeting.
1982-83 History Club President, Richard Emory,
doubles as a pool shark.
also
Once a month, the members of the
Coastal History Club meet at James
Branham's house, partake of chili or a
potluck supper, and discuss current
events on all levels. These are informal
get-togethers and offer a chance for
students and faculty to talk about a wide
range of topics and exchange ideas.
Several of the topics discussed this year
are "How the Mid-East Problem(s)
Evolved," "The South African Problem,"
and "Ireland and England." Also, in
1984 the History Club sponsored a week-
ly coffee hour from 12:30 to 1:30 pm on






1982-83 MEMBERS — Alphabetical: James Branham, Lori Cooke, Susan Cooke, Richard Emory Jr., Charles
Joyner, Roderick Lee, Katie Mason, Sue McDowell, Diona Meunier, Paul Peterson, Roy Talbert, Mary
Vickman, John Vrooman, Joe Wightman.
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The Coastal Carolina Concert Choir,
Directed by Mrs. Carolyn Cox, was
established in 1973 when Mrs. Cox came
to Coastal to establish a music depart-
ment. The Choir is in great demand in the
grand stand area and has sung annually
for Canadian-American Days, under the
Christmas tree at Myrtle Square Mall,
and for many civic clubs. Their major
fund raiser for 1983 was the presentation
of the Mikado. The proceeds were used
to help them take a trip to Hawaii in the
spring. The Concert Choir, also,
presented "Little Mary Sunshine" and
"Camelot" in the 1983-84 season.
Members are: Kutura Bowens, Patrice Boyd, Kathy Clayton, Tammy Edge, Sherri Griffin, Sheila Johnson, Megan Michael, Lynn
Marlowe, Sally Purcell, Andree Thompson, Tracy Perritt, Terrie Laney, Michelle Calder, Donna Collins, Valerie Collins, Donna
Elliott, Libby Floyd, Nancy Hunter, Janet Thompson, Barbara Cooke, Jennifer Edwards, Kim Holt, Martha Kleine, Robin Shef-
field, Kelley Gore, Barbara Krug, Kim Lewis, Wendy Shelley, Karen Todd, Chevelle Turner, Terri Vick, Mark Advant, Charlie
Diggett, Ford Sanders, Jeff Allen, Fred Davis, Jeff Dennison, Allen Johnson, Greg Goodson, Steve Purcell, Jimmy Sherman, Sean
Casey, Dwayne Gore, James Hadley, Clifford Smith, Roosevelt Stackhouse.
1983-1984 members are: Lynn Adams, Edie Alston, Renee Ard, Tony Bellamy, Susan Brown, Sean Casey, Diana Collins, James Cureton, Charlie Dig-
gett, Danny Draper, David Draper, Donna Fay Elliot, Steve Ferguson, Kelley Gore, James Green, Sherri Griffin, Margaret Guilherme, Yvonne Hearl,
Kim Holt, Johnie Johnson, Jimmy Jones, Matthew Kennedy, Tammy Kirven, Keith Kombrivch, Renee Kotsovos, Christine Laws, Catherine Lewis, Kim
Lewis, Pam Muise, Sally Purcell, Robin Sheffield, Jimmy Sherman, Roosevelt Stackhouse, Meg Taylor, Greg Turner, Reeves Watson, Sharon Williams.
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The Coastal Carolina Choral
Ensemble is a select group of
singers from the Choir who enter-
tain at various civic and community
functions. In 1983, The Ensemble
worked in conjunction with the
choir to present "Mikado," "Little
Mary Sunchine" and "Camelot." In
addition, they also presented the
Christmas Program, the Spring
Variety Show, and various fund-
raising efforts.
1982-1983 members are: Kathy Clayton, Charlie Diggett, Tammy Edge, Jennifer Edwards, Donna Elliott, Libby Floyd,
Greg Goodson, Kelly Gore, Kim Holt, Kim Lewis, Lynn Marlow, Ford Sanders, Robin Sheffield, Jimmy Sherman, Clif-
ford Smith, Carolyn Cox (Director).
1983-1984 members are: Tony Bellamy, James Cureton, Charlie Diggett, Donna Fay Elliot, Kelley Gore, James Green, Yvonne Hearl, Kim Holt,
Johnie Johnson, Jimmy Jones, Matthew Kennedy, Renee Kotsovos, Catherine Lewis, Kim Lewis, Pam Muise, Robin Sheffield, Jimmy Sherman,














We Make You SMILE! Don't we? What a good looking group!!
Koastal Klowns performing at halftime at a basketball game.
The Koastal Klowns are students devoted only to brightening up
parades and parties. They perform at many Christmas parades
throughout the county, co-sponsor a Christmas party for underprivileged
children with Sigma Phi Epsilon, as well as, perform during half-time at
basketball games and the Spring Arts Festival. 1982-1983 officers are:
Martha Wilhoit, (President), Harry Rogers (Vice president), Jean
Slabaugh (Sec./Treas.). 1983-1984 officers are: Jenny Martin (Presi-
dent), Trish Marsh (Vice President), Steve Avinger (Sec./Treas.), Tom
Jones (Advisor).
A Koastal Klown caught off guard.
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Founded at Washington and Lee University, Omicron
Delta Kappa is a leadership honor society in which
members have achieved distinction in scholarship,
athletics, social service, religious studies, campus
government, journalism, media, and performing arts.
One of ODK's service projects is ushering at special col-
lege events, such as the Honors Convocation and
Graduation.
1983-1984 members are Row 1, L to R: Donna Collins, Kay Chance, Gayla Mc-
Cracken. Row 2: Rachel Graham, Katherine Weidert. Row 3: Sharon Williams, Anna
Huff, Katherine Rion Hurston, Jean Slabaugh. Row 4: David Sage, Rob Jarvins, Dale
Smith. Row 5: Lynne Radcliffe, John Walker, John Opalko, John Neal. Row 6:
Charles Diggett, Davis Gerrald, Jeff Dunn, Donna Elliott.
Kelly Black and Dr. Robert W. Squatriglia, ODK Advisor, discuss











1982-1983 members are Row 1, L to R: Kelly Black, Rachel Graham, Donna O'Brien, Sue McDowell. Row 2: San-
dy Jeffcott, Betsy Broome, Roger Grier, Lynne Radcliffe. Row 3: Rebecca M. Jowers, Jean Slabaugh, Sally Purcell,
Anna Huff. Row 4: Esta Hill, Kathy Clayton, Carolyn Pate, Eugene Collins. Row 5: Mary Bull, Linda Creel. Row 6:







Jeff Dunn receiving National Charter from Hugh Merck, S.C. State Director of FCA. Doug Dorman leads the FCA basketball pre-game devotional.
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes, organized in 1982, works to bring together Christians attending Coastal for fellowship, prayer, Bible study
and athletic activity. Another primary function of Fellowship of Christian Athletes is to show students who are not Christians what Christ can do
for their lives. Some of the 1982-83 FCA projects were a weekend retreat in the spring, bringing well known Christian athletes to the campus to
share what Christ has done for them, and sponsoring a relay run from Myrtle Beach to Charleston to raise money for selected charities. This year
FCA sponsored a ski trip in March, a dunking booth, a prayer room and prayer request boxes, and the Christian Contemporary Band, Found
Free.
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Row 1, L to R: Doug Dorman, Mary Vickman, Jack Jolly, Jeff Dunn. Row 2: Dr. Ron Lackey, Larry Carr, Eddie Leopard, Russ Bergman, Hugh Merck,
Dr. Robert W. Squatriglia.
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Row 1, L to R: Mary Vickman (Sec./Treas.), Doug Dorman (Co-Vice Pres.). Row 2: Joel Gladded, Jack Jolly (Co-Vice Pres.), Bobby Polk. Row 3:
Mark Finkenbinder, Ed Patterson, Rick Bowers, Jeff Dunn (Pres.).
Row 1: Juke Atkins, Dale Smith (Sec./Treas.), Whitney Shaindlin, Linda Dyson, Sharon Prince. Row 2: Debbie Silves, Darline Haines, Millie Carole, Tammy Moore,
Ruby Floyd. Row 3: Angie Hall, Russell Goodwin, Scott Hill, Bill Cooke, Bob Polk. Row 4: Stacy Powell, Jon Trinks, Steve Vereen, Bob Myrick, Dave Pastors. Row
5: Jeff Dunn (President), Charles Canady, Ed Patterson, Jim Castellani, Ken Thompson.
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Phi Alpha Theta is an International Honor Society in
History. It was organized at the University of Arkansas on
March 17, 1921. Since that time it has grown to the point
where it now has nearly six hundred chapters in fifty states,
Puerto Rico, Canada, and the Philippine Islands. It is the
largest, in number of chapters, of the accredited honor
societies holding membership in the Association of College
Honor Societies. The total number of its initiates is more than
90,000.
The Psi Mu chapter of Phi Alpha Theta at Coastal Carolina
College was founded in March, 1978. Since then membership
has grown every year. They hold an annua! banquet for new
initiates, attend the state regional convention every spring,
and sell printed history lecture notes for many of the history
courses offered at Coastal.
The membership of Phi Alpha Theta is composed of
students and professors who have been elected to membership
upon the basis of excellence in the study of the writing of
history.
19821983 members are Frank Menaquale, Katy Mason (President), Kim Given (Vice President), David Hall, Joe Whittman, Scott Johnson (Secretary/Treasurer), Dr. James Far-
solas (Advisor), George Canavan, George Culliman.
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Phi Sigma Tau is an honor society that works to promote
scholastic excellence in philosophy. The society encourages
philosophical applications to all disciplines. It stimulates








The SGA is the group that gets a great deal of
flack when things don't go to please everyone. But
how many of you have ever thanked an SGA
representative or officer? And when the SGA held
elections how many of you voted? Those who forgot
are the ones who will yell and scream about what's
wrong with SGA. How about "WHAT IS RIGHT
WITH SGA?" SGA consists of people who care about
what happens at Coastal Carolina College. "Who else
could sit through a boring hour meeting and get things
accomplished every week?"
SGA needs the support of all CCC Students to get
their job done and to get the administration to listen
to our point of view. You have a strong voice in the
Student Government, why don't you use it. They
urge you to get involved, because they are only as
strong as the people behind them.
Thank you to all the SGA officers and
representatives.
Spring Induction of 1982-83 SGA officers, L to R: Dr. Squatriglia, Dean of Student Development, Philip Lassen,
Todd Macneir, Harry Rogers, Esta Hill, E. M Singleton, Chancellor







Harry Rogers speaks at the dedication of the patio.
Phillip Lassen, SGA president, answers the phone with a smile.




Harry Rogers, SGA treasurer, must be the only student who actually en-
joyed registration.




Fall 1983 SGA President
Harry Rogers
Sandy Jeffcott and Pat Singleton pay close attention.
Harry Rogers swears in the new class officers, who are Sonja Taylor, Jose Montenegro, and Scott Sampson.
A typical SGA meeting.
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Fall 1983 SGA Executive officers are: Jeff Dunn — Treas., Steven Neeves — Parliamentarian, Harry Rogers
Pres., Lynne Radcliffe — V.P., Kathy Clayton — Sec.
Spring 1984 SGA Executive officers are: Jeff Dunn — Treas., Scott Hill — V.P., Lynne Radcliffe — Pres. ? Trish Marsh — Parliamentarian, and
Jean Slabaugh — Sec.
Scott Hill is hard at work verifying some important information. A President's work is never done! Right Lynne?
Jenny Martin amuses herself at an SGA Meeting. Jeff Dunn stays busy
mmrnrn erAS<MUNA iSASE
SCSSL or the South Carolina State Student Legislature is the largest and
most effective student lobbying organization in the State. Nearly every public
and private college and university in South Carolina send representatives to
the Capital every fall. Students write their own bills, present them to commit-
tees, and if passed in committee, the bills are introduced to the House and
Senate. All bills passed in the Student Legislature are then introduced to the
official legislature. It is a very valuable experience because it gives students a
first hand knowledge of the legislative process, and its pros and cons.
Martha Wilhoit and Jeff Hughes discussing the current Bill on the House floor.
When Steven Neeves talks people listen. Trish Marsh, Delegation Chairman and Spring Social Director, discuss the upcom-
ing Spring Session with Dr. Barnett, faculty advisor.
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1982-83 SCSSL MEMBERS — Row 1, L to R: Martha Wilhoit. Janice Williams, Trish Marsh, Kelly Black, Sue
Bennett, Dr. Terry Barnett. Row 2: Jeff Hughes, Steven Neeves, Vicki Kujala, Todd Macneir.
Todd Macneir working on his upcoming speech.
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1983-84 MEMBERS — Whitney Shaindlin, Steven Neeves, Jenny Martin, Trish
Marsh, Steve Eaddy.
-
Mike Mongeon is ready for Spring Session in Cherry Grove.
Trish Marsh and Steven Neeves are looking over the menu Trish has prepared for Spring
Session.
'
Harry Stevens is working on a bill for Fall Session.
During the rest of the year, SCSSL is constantly lobbying for legisla-
tion affecting South Carolina students. SCSSL supported Gov. Riley's
Education Package, polled 10% of the State's students regarding the
legal drinking age, and pushed for Full Formula Funding. Bills intro-
duced by the Coastal delegation included a Bottle Bill, Lethal Injection,
Blue Law Reforms, and many others.
The 1983-84 delegates were Trish Marsh — Delegation Chairperson
and Social Director, Steven Neeves — Special Asst. to the Governor,
Mike Mongeon — District Vice-Chairman, Sue Bennett, Jenny Martin,
Janice Williams, Whitney Shaindlin, Steve Eaddy, Tim Henson, Harry
Stevens, and Dr. Terry Barnett — Advisor.
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The Upstage Company is the Coastal
Carolina drama club. The Upstage Com-
pany was formed to organize and coor-
dinate the efforts of all who are interested
in working with theater art. Membership
is open to anyone who acts, sings,
dances, or works backstage.
1982-83 MEMBERS — Bottom, L to R: Jose Montenegro, Lori Cooke, Susan Cooke, Amanda Catton-Johnson, Donna Catton-
Johnson, Beth Mecher, Stephen Purcell. Top, L to R: Lynn Marlowe, Kelly Gore, Buzz Martyn, Claudia Cleary, Julie Rice, Gregg
Goodson.
1982-83 officers are: Gregg Goodson, Pres ; and Charles Diggett, Treas 1983-84 of-
ficers are: Stephen Purcell, Pres.; and Kathy Sauvageau, Treas. Claudia Cleary
served as advisor to the Upstage Company 1982-84
1983-84 MEMBERS — Bottom to Top: Lori Cooke, Carol Doherty, Stephen Purcell,
Sandra Jeffcott, Claudia Cleary, Thomas Jones
The Student Nurses' Association at
Coastal Carolina consists of students from
the first and second year nursing classes,
and is also open to prenursing students.
As a professional association, it keeps
members up to date on new discoveries
and issues within the profession.
Row 1, L to R: Butch Biggers (President), Teresa Knowles, Pat Loomis, Pat Trapp, Roosevelt Stackhouse
(Secretary). Row 2: Karen Mercer, Phillis Watford, Jackie Hudson (Treasurer), Crystal Vaught (Vice-President).
The above members lead the club in such activities as attending national workshops and conventions, and help-





1983-1984 members are Row 1, L to R: Melissa Venters, Teresa Davis, Betty Jo Christian (Secretary), Kay Franklin (SGA Representative). Row 2: JoAnn Bullard,








Sigma Phi Epsilon became the first national social fraternity chartered at
Coastal Carolina College. Colonization took place in the spring of 1978, with
efforts culminating November 10, 1979, with installation. From the time of
colonization, the South Carolina Epsilon members have made their mark on
campus. From sponsoring winning candidates in homecoming to having
brothers and little sisters involved in other student organizations, Sigma Phi
Epsilon has established themselves as being the most active group on cam-
pus. Sigma Phi Epsilon is devoted to the promotion of virtue, diligence, and
brotherly love among its members. The main purpose of Sigma Phi Epsilon is
to help young men develop their character through the brotherhood of the
fraternity and to bring out the strong qualities that these young men already
have. Highlights of Sig Ep's activities include a surprise party and dinner for
the children at the Conway Shelter Home, Superbowl Sunday, the Heart





Mascot: Siggy. Row 1, L to R: Don Dills, Bob Greer, Steve Fogner, Charlie Bunten, Mike Rogers, Walter Conner, Zack Shepard. Row 2: Jim Pack, Alan Hilton, Joey








LITTLE SISTERS — Row 1: Pam Chestnut, Janice White, Jenny Martin, Becky




Row 1: Scott Hill, Steve Avinger, Zack Shepard, Tony Wheeler, Mike Mongeon, Kevin Scheffer, Scott Sampson. Row 2: Steve Brakefield, Mike Gatewood, Chad
Melton, Robert Williams, Scott Laughinghouse. Row 3: Eugene Gibson, Pat DeAnna, Edward Waldorf, Chad George, Russell Baxley, Matt Neopolitana. Row 4:














Row 1: Anita (Max) Stratton, Lynn Barth, Lisa Howard, Laurie Ward, Paula Richardson. Row 2: Lori Pickett, Ms. Oliver, Holly Hoover, Rene Ross, Sarah
McDowell, Donna Keller, Jenny Martin, Nancy Cicero, Trish Marsh. Row 3: Carol Doherty, Janice White, Betty Richardson, Gigi Stoeckli, Judson Moeller.
Piggin' Out!
Some people will do anything for a laugh 93
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The International Club evolved in the
fall of 1974, and since then it has grown
tremendously with several successful ven-
tures to its credit.
The basic function of the International
Club is to promote international
understanding. This club helps the
Coastal Council for Internationals in their
fund raising drive and in getting foreign
students acquainted with the student
body, the faculty, and members of the
community.
The International Club stays active
with many annual events, such as the
Christmas extravaganza, the goat draw-
ing, The International Club newspaper,
the Spring Arts Festival Tavern, and a
donation to the J. Todd Macneir and In-
ternational Scholarship.
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19821983 Members are: Row 1, L to R: Ron Romano. Chad Melton, Daniel Hoffman, Luis Montenegro, Alejandro Menegozzi, Roy Whetnall. Row
2: Fernando Arce, Janet Bromell, Mary Hydron, Jane Doe, David Hall, Senetta Parker, Patrice Kane, Jerry Graham, Tiina Kinnunen, Mike
Mongeon, Aurora Olivieri, Dale Smith, Jose Montenegro, Lori Pickett, Ernest Meyer Swantee, Ricardo Cerda, Ray Arnmarell, Jim Hadley.
Tiina Kinnunen dresses Finnish. Lori Pickett and Mike Mongeon go German.
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1983-1984 members are Row 1, L to R: Aurora Olivieri, Matt Neopolitano, Roy Whetnall, Joan Allen, Jeane Kane, Ron Romano. Row 2:
Jose Montenegro, Teresa Bennani, Lori Pickett, Ricardo Cerda, Carol Edwards, Jackie Kilcrease, Greg Urbine, Nancy Cicero. Row 3: Alejan-
dro Menegozzi, Fauzi Bennani, Mike Parrolta, Martha Parrotta, Cheri Davis, Mike Mongeon, Lori Cook, Ray Ammarell.
International Club students portray the nativity scene. The great American goat giveaway.
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1982-83 PANEL OF PRESIDENTS — L to R.Row 1: Trish Marsh, Sandy Jeffcott, Earnestine Robinson, Susie Sanders, Lynne Radcliffe, Kelly Black. Row 2: Dr. E.
M. Singleton, Esta Hill, Todd Macneir, Philip Lassen, Steven Neeves, Mike Rogers, Dr. Robert Squatriglia.
£
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1983-84 PANEL OF PRESIDENTS — L to R: Dr. Robert Squatriglia, Dr. Fred Hicks, Sharon Williams, Philip Lassen, Sandy Jeffcott, Trish Marsh, Lynne










Paula Moore — President
Kathy Rion — Vice President
John Pooley — Secretary
Charles W. Gidney — Advisor
The purposes of Alpha Mu Gamma are: 1) To recognize
achievement in the field of foreign languages, 2) to stimulate a
desire for linguistic attainment, 3) to encourage an interest in the
study of foreign languages, literatures, and civilizations, and 4) to

















The Student Christian Movement is an ecumenically-
oriented (interdenominational) religious group for the study,
practice, and advancement of Christianity. One of their
responsibilities is working with the Chapel in room 205 of
the Student Center on Sunday mornings.
Walter Dinkens — Co-Chairman
Harry Stevens — Co-Chairman






Kneeling: Kim Duncan, Ellen Grimsley, Janice Williams, Agnes Nallo, Sally Purcell, Trudy Sauvageau. Standing: Steve




The purpose of the Origin Society is to further the understand-
ing of Religious studies as an academic discipline and to provide
opportunities for interested students and faculty to share scholar-
ship and fellowship.
Walter Haynes — Chairman
Sherri Estridge — Vice Chairman
Lynn Holder — Sec./Treas.
Ron Lackey — Advisor
Bob Robinson — Advisor
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The Society of the Undersea World is
designed to bring about the awareness of
the sea and its surrounding environment.
Members must be students of Coastal
and have an interest in the undersea
world. The club has taken many diving
trips in local areas and in Florida. The
club has engaged in fossil hunting
expeditions.
The activities that the Society of the
Undersea World sponsor include
barbecue meals before the basketball
games, collecting cans, and in 1984 they




1982-83 MEMBERS — Row 1, L to R: Luis Montenegro (Vice President), Denny Green (Treasurer). Row 2:




1983-84 MEMBERS — L to R: Rob Javins (President), Frank Ferguson, Sue Dew (Secretary), Shannon Stone, George Myers
(Treasurer), Dr. Nelson (Advisor), Vince Sherman. Not Pictured: Jean Slabaugh (Vice President), Scott Koverman.
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The Chi Rho Chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, a National English Honor Socie-
ty, was formed at Coastal last February. The purposes of Sigma Tau Delta
are: 1) To confer distinction for high achievement in undergraduate,
graduate, and professional studies in English language and literature, 2) To
provide cultural stimulation on college campuses, 3) To furnish community in-
terest within English departments, 4) To impose upon members high citizen-








Coastal has a group of philosophers known as the Sokratic
Club who are out to make the Greatest Thinkers only second
best. This is only the beginning for this group of intellectuals who
meet frequently to bandy ideas and exchange views. They also
come down to earth and hold an annual ice cream party under
the Atheneumb behind the Fine Arts Building. Dr. Robinson is the
organizer behind the events produced. His main ambition for this
group is to further intellectual advancement.
The Sokratic Club also holds a celebration in honor of St.
Katie, the Virgin. In addition they have Deanie Weenie Day,










We'll Lose Some, . .
.
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Basketball Coach Russ Bergman couldn't help but be pleased
with the way things turned out for his team this season.
The Chants lost three starters from last year's team and Bergman
knew he had his hands full trying to start over again with only two
returning starters.
Looking back now, Bergman can do nothing but smile as his Chan-
ticleers finished their regular season with a 21-9 record. That meant
that Coastal would be the host team in the playoffs for the first two
games, providing they won their first one.
But that was to never be, for the first night we watched our
Chant's fall to a heartbreaking 51-50 loss to Winthrop. Our season
then ended with a 21-10 record.
Harlan Bailey goes up for two points as Mark D'Antoni looks on.
:
:
L to R, Back Row: Bobby Morris, Chuck Coleman, Jeff Roberts, Harlan Bailey, Mark Roach, Tony Whittington, Mark Gray. Front Row: Charlie Miller, Rhuel Pringle, Brian Black,
Herm Senor, Robert Gray, Mike Schwartz, Mark D'Antoni, Mark Trenter.
Pic. 1: Tony Whittington successfully goes up against a Francis Marion Player.
Pic. 2: It looks like Tony Whittington is desperately wanting to get rid of the ball and while at the
same time Rhuel Pringle feels the same about getting it.
Pic. 3: Rhuel Pringle doing something only he can do.
Pic. 4: Jeff Roberts and Mark D'Antoni both seem to be interested in something. IS IT THE
BASKETBALL OR WHAT GUYS?
T?>
Chants
PLAYERS — L-R, Back Row: Wayne Davis, Gerald Byers, Darin Clark, Derek Bell, Harlan Bailey, Jeff Norman. Bottom
Row: Ellerbee Woodberry, Charlie Miller, Brian Black, Robert Gray, Mark D'Antoni, Rhuel Pringle.
Chants Show
Style
What does a basketball coach do when his two leading
scorers graduate? Coach Bergman went out and got a
bunch of tall talented players.
This year's team was off to a good start, only with a few
defeats. Towards the end of the season the Chants ran into
a lot of slim margin defeats.
Every year we are faced with playing our rival, ole'
FMC; this year was not our time to be the winners and FMC
walked off with the bragging rights.
This year Bergman is hoping for our first District VI
Championship, then travel to Kansas City for the National
NAIA Championship.
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Pic. 1: Jeff Norman looks on anxiously
as Rhuel Pringle and an opponent
"collide" for the ball.
Pic. 2: Coach Bergman and his usual
"Calm Self."
Pic. 3: Robert "Boo" Gray looks on as
Darin Clark goes up for 2 pts.
Pic. 4: Hey Brian, "Did it go in or not?"
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Lady Chants Shoot for the Top
PLAYERS — L-R, Back Row: Terri Chatham, Sherry Barnhill, Sandra Leach, Cathy Carlson, Alesia Sanderson, Doe Garrett, Emma
Johnson, Nancie Johnson. Bottom Row: Debra Smith, Denise Byrd, Susan Jones, Helene Piel, Cindy Gordon, Sherry Vereen.
No. 1
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Sherry Barnhill pulls down a rebound.
.——————^——a
Pic. 1: Sherry Barnhill shoots for two points as Sandra Leach looks on.
The Coastal Carolina Lady Chanticleers were never known as
a basketball power or even an above average team, but this
year's team was out to change all of that.
Under the direction of fifth year head coach Steve Taylor,
Coastal had the best year ever in Lady Chanticleer history.
With mostly local talent, four of the regulars are Horryites, the
Chanticleer ladies are proving that Horry County has an abun-
dance of girls' basketball talent. One of the most celebrated
players is Sherry Barnhill from Aynor.
Other Horryites toiling for the Lady Chants are Alesia Sander-
son of Loris, Sherry Vereen of North Myrtle Beach, and Sandra
Leach of Coastal Academy.
Despite a lack of height the Lady Chants have more than held
their own on the boards. Barnhill holds the school's record with
26 rebounds in one game and over 20 rebounds a game is not un-
common for her. In addition to the local players, Coastal has also
gotten good performances from Georgian Denise Byrd and from
Cindy Gordon who hails from Tennessee.






Terri Woodruff goes up for a rebound against Francis Marion. Janice DeWitt showing one of her unique moves, captures a rebound.
L-R, Back Row: Micheal Hopkins, Kim Boyles, Emma Johnson, Janice DeWitt, Cathy Carlson, Terri Woodruff. Bottom Row: Steve Taylor (Head







Wonder what's going on out there on the court? IT SURELY DOESN'T LOOK LIKE A BASKETBALL GAME!
j1983-1984 RESULTS
L Coastal 65 Voorhees 77
L Coastal 50 Erskine 73
L Coastal 58 Presbyterian 65
L Coastal 60 Rollins 62
L Coastal 53 Limestone 68
W Coastal 99 Morris 52
L Coastal 63 USC-Aiken 73
W Coastal 54 Coker 42
L Coastal 66 Furman 72
L Coastal 50 Pembroke State 73
L Coastal 67 Winthrop 88
W Coastal 59 Baptist 52
L Coastal 58 Newberry 63
L Coastal 67 Winthrop 94
L Coastal 48 Francis Marion 84
L Coastal 63 Appalachian State 74
W Coastal 77 Wingate 60
L Coastal 63 Morgan State 87
W Coastal 79 Morris 57
L Coastal 59 Francis Marion 86
L Coastal 57 Erskine 79
W Coastal 79 Coker 63
W Coastal 55 Baptist 49
W Coastal 53 USC-Aiken 52
L Coastal 50 College of Charleston 60
W Coastal 74 Newberry 56
W Coastal 61 Presbyterian 48
L Coastal 69 Columbia 83
W Coastal 69 Voorhees 54
Janice DeWitt goes up for two points.
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1983 NAIA District 6
LARRY CARR enters his sixth season at the helm of the hard hitting Chanticleers in the 1982-
83 season. The Chants have been to the NAIA Nationals three times, won four District 6 baseball
championships and three Area 7 titles in the process of producing a .326 composite batting
average, over 9 runs and 9 hits per game, close to 4 steals per game and a staff ERA of just
under 3.00 under Carr's management. The club has produced 11 professional players, 2 All
Americans and numerous honorable mention Ail-Americans, including 1983 hitting stars, Frank
Talotta and Mickey Brantley. Carr has a 184-56 (.766) overall record at Coastal and a Collegiate
catching record of 213-67.
BASEBALL ROSTER 1983
No. Name Class Pos. B/T HT. WT. HOMETOWN
2 Brantley, Mickey SR CF R-R 5-10 175 Catskill, NY
3 Pruitt, Mike SR IB R-R 6' 180 Bel Air, MD
4 Grice, Ricky SR LF R-R 5-7 155 Marion, SC
6 Tomko, Kenny SR P R-R 5-9 170 Myrtle Beach, SC
7 Stevens, Kim JR RF-1B L-R 5-11 171 Union, SC
8 Pruitt, Perry JR LF L-L 5-11 160 Gastonia, NC
9 Castellani, Jim JR SS-2B R-R 6' 180 Southington, CT
10 Hosea, Buck JR SS-CF R-R 5-11 168 Pawley's Isle, SC
11 Tremblay, Gary JR C R-R 6-2 210 Rennselaer, NY
12 Dogan, Sonny SR LF S-R 5-5 160 Piedmont, SC
13 Louis, Joe SR P R-L 5-10 180 Newport, NY
14 Rigos, John JR OF-P R-R 6-1 195 Hudson, NY
15 Stohr, Keith SR P-DH L-L 5-11 190 Milton, NY
16 Reinisch, Tom JR SS-3B R-R 5-10 165 Albany, NY
17 Corbett, Dale JR R R-R 6-2 185 Bennington, VT
18 Talotta, Frank SR 2B R-R 5-11 165 Myrtle Beach, SC
20 Buckley, Bob SO P R-R 6-2 184 Bath, NY
21 Aviles, Brian SR P R-R 6-2 187 Suffern, NY
22 Murray, Rick SO 3B L-R 6' 185 Muskegon, MI
23 Martin, Billy SR P R-R 6-2 190 High Point, NC
24 Clemons, Mark SR P R-R 6-2 187 Tabor City, NC
Eder, Mike SO IB L-L 6' 217 Baltimore, MD
Sutryk, Tom FR SS-2B R-R 6' 165 Campbell, NY
Bruda, Bob FR OF R-R » 6-2 195 Albany, NY
Brown, Greg FR P-DH L-L 6-2 195 Hudson, NY
Heck, John SO P L-R 5-10 180 Rennselaer, NY
Del Duca, John JR P R-R 6-2 200 Kingston, NY
Jackson, Dave SO C R-R 6-1 190 Baltimore, MD
Russell, Chip FR C R-R 6' 175 Charleston, SC
1 Myrick, Bobby — Assistant Coach




TRI-CAPTAINS — L-R: Tremblay (C), Brantley (OF), Talotta (2B)
>
SENIORS - L-R. Kneeling: Tomko (P), Talotta (2B), Brantley (OF), Louis (P), Stohr (P), Dogan (OF). L-R, Standing: Martin (P), Pruitt (IB), Aviles (P), Clemons (P)
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District Six Baseball Champs
COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE BASEBALL ROSTER
1984
NO. NAME POS CL. HT. WT. B/T HOMETOWN
2 FICARRO, GREG RHP Fresh. 5-10 150 R/R Horsehead, New York
3 HOSEA, BUCK SS/3B Senior 5-11 168 R/R Pawleys Island, S.C.
4 HECK, JOHN 3B/P Junior 5-10 170 L/R Renneselaer, New York
5 STEVENS, KIM IB/OF Senior 5-11 171 L/R Union, S.C.
6 MORGAN, BOBBY LF Junior 6-0 180 R/R Decatur, Georgia
7 LIGHTLE, PAT RHP Senior 5-10 180 R/R Galloway, Ohio
8 SUTRYK, TOM SS/2B Soph. 6-0 165 R/R Bath, New York
9 CASTELLANI, JIM 2B Senior 6-0 180 R/R Southington, CT
11 MURRAY, RICK 3B/P Junior 6-0 185 L/R Muskegon, MI
12 SMITH, ART CF/RF Junior 6-0 165 R/R Beaufort, S.C.
13 FOWLER, SCOTT SS Fresh. 5-8 155 R/R Spartanburg, S.C.
14 SPURRELL, JERRY C Senior 6-0 200 R/R Cobbs Creek, VA
15 BRADY, LARRY CF Soph. 6-2 165 R/R Homer, New York
16 AMES, DOUG LHP Junior 6-5 210 L/L Columbia, S.C.
17 BUCKLEY, BOB RHP Junior 6-2 184 R/R Bath, New York
18 BROWN, GREG LHP/IB Soph. 6-2 195 L/L Hudson, New York
19 BERGHELA, MARK LF/CF Soph. 5-10 175 R/R Albany, New York
20 PERRY, CHUCK IB Junior 6-1 195 R/R Hilton Head, S.C.
21 McKINLEY, SCOTT RHP Junior 6-3 195 R/R N. Olmstead, Ohio
23 MORHARDT, DARRYL C Junior 6-2 180 R/R Windstet, CT
24 CHARBONEAU, JOHN LF/RF Junior 6-1 185 R/R Santa Clara, CA
25 WISE, DAVID C/DH Senior 6-3 200 R/R Decatur, GA
26 MANWARING, KIRT C Fresh. 5-11 195 R/R Horsehead, New York
27 WOODS, DENNY RF/CF Junior 6-2 220 R/R N. Charleston, S.C.
29 ROACH, MARK LHP Senior 6-5 210 L/L Doraville, GA
31 PASTORS, DAVID C Junior 6-2 185 R/R Connellsville, PA
RUSSELL, CHIP C Soph. 6-0 175 R/R Charleston, S.C.
PILATICH, JOHN RHP Soph. 6-5 195 R/R Catskill, New York
JOLLY, JACK RHP Fresh. 5-11 160 R/R Myrtle Beach, S.C.
CONNER, MARTY RHP Fresh. 5-9 170 R/R Conway. S.C.
MENDE, PAUL PH/1B Fresh.
10 CARR, LARRY, Head Coach
1
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MYRICK, BOBBY, Assistant Coach
FRANKLIN, BRUCE. Assistant Coach
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NAME YR. HT. HOMETOWN (HIGH SCHOOL)
Heather O'Brien SR. 5-4 Myrtle Beach, S.C. (Socastee)
Barbara Reed SR. 5-3 Myrtle Beach, S.C. (Socastee)
Bess Elliot SR. 5-4 Myrtle Beach, S.C. (Northwestern)
Wendy Turner SR. 5-7 Conway, S.C. (Conway)
Susan Baiden JR. 5-7 Conway, S.C. (Conway)






Mon. Feb. 13 Francis Marion Florence 2:00
Thur. Feb. 23 College of Charleston HOME 2:30
Sat. Feb. 25 Lander College HOME 10:30
Mon. Feb. 27 Winthrop College Rock Hill 3:00
Tues. Feb. 28 Presbyterian College Clinton 2:30
Sun. Mar. 4 Appalachian State HOME 2:00
Mar. 5-9 SPRING BREAK
Mon. Mar. 12 Baptist College Charleston 2:30
Wed. Mar. 14 Francis Marion HOME 2:00
Sat. Mar. 17 Furman Univ. Greenville 10:00
Sun. Mar. 18 Lander College Greenwood 1:00
Tues. Mar. 20 College of Charleston Charleston 2:00
Sat. Mar. 24 Winthrop College HOME 2:00
Tues. Mar. 27 Univ. of So. Car. Columbia 2:00
Thur. Mar. 29 UNC-Wilmington Wilmington 2:30
Fri. Mar. 30 Erskine College HOME 2:00
Tues. Apr. 3 Pembroke Univ. Pembroke 2:00
Thur. Apr. 5 So. Carolina State HOME 2:30
Sat. Apr. 7 Baptist College HOME 10:00
Anderson College 2:30




Detwiler Record — 8-6
Going into District VI Playoffs
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"Tennis Anyone?"
1982-83 team members are L-R: Tommy Goldman, Philip Karanicolas, Joe Christie, Lester Herbert, Mauricio Morens, Walter Koch, Richard Hughes, Berry
Allison, Mike Hoffman, Steve White, Kevin Connelly, Rob Bennyworth, Marshall Parker.
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1983-84 team members are L-R: Marshall Parker, Andy Morse, Alkis Papamichael, Jody Hyden, Tommy Goldman, Sujit Fernando, Luiz
Penna, Barry Allison, Rob Bennyworth, Cam Crawford, Richard Hughes, Norman White, Mike Hoffman.
i>
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Golf— A Year Round Sport
122
'
1982-83 GOLF TEAM — Row 1, L-R: Tom Reeves, Mike Wiland, Barry Whittaker, Dennis Stemmle, Charles Canady, Rodney Lewallen, Karl Blackwell. Row 2:
Jon Mitchem, Joe Dobson, Dave Cheatham, Jimmy Johnson, Bob Vick, Jim Wilson, Ray Sessions, Dale Zeglin.
MHHHHHBMMHHmiHH
1983-84 GOLF TEAM — L-R: Ken Thompson, Mel Phillips, Jon Mitchem, Barry Whittaker, Jimmy Johnson, Ray Sessions, Dave Cheatham, Steve Scatter, Karl
Blackwell, Keith Oickey, Billy Bernier — Coach, John Faidley, Howard McMeeken — Pro Quail Creek, Donald Clement, Bob Cloutier.
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Volleyball: Bump, Set, Spike
1982 VOLLEYBALL ROSTER — Row 1: Mary Anne Heller, Tracy McCandless, Lisa Campbell, Kathy O'Neil, Rosanna Herman. Row 2:
Dreu McPherson, Karen Finkenbiner, Sherry Vereen, Martha Metts, Tammy Shaney, Kim Williamson, Jenny Dowling, Violet Meade — Head
Coach.
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1983 VOLLEYBALL ROSTER - Row 1: Rita Kostal, Melissa Campbell, Cathy O'Neil, Julie Salley, Tracy McCandless. Row 2: Gayle Spencer— Coach, Johanna Watson, Sherry Vereen, Martha Metts, Pam Walters, Holly HollandTTSIot'Pictured: Jenny Sowling, Loretta Lewis.
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Row 1, L-R: Cathy O'Neil — Manager, Melissa Campbell, Pam Leasure, Cathy Honeycutt, Micki Strickland, Lisa Rhue, Laurie Jackson, Lisa Huggins. Row 2:
Coach Steve Taylor, Jenny Dowling, Donna Edgison, Johanna Watson, Tammy Shaney, Emma Johnson, Vickie Bonner. Martha Ann Metts.
TR1-CAPTAINS — Donna Edgison, Tammy Shaney, Cathy Honeycutt.
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Row 1, L to R: Jenny Dowling, Johanna Watson, Gay Dailey, Terri Chatham. Emma Johnson, Denise Byrd, Donna Edgison, Helene Piel.-Row 2: Cathy Honeycutt,





Position Available: Must have unlimited energy, and an
undying devotion that can cheer even when you're behind
10 points with only 4 seconds left in the game; must be able
to maintain good academic records and practice in addition
to making every home game and the necessary prepara-
tions for them; must also be able to turn a "slightly"
apathetic student body into a victory crazed screaming
mob. Sound impossible? BELIEVE ME IT'S NOT!!! We
have been lucky to have some of the most wonderful
cheerleaders to cheer our winning teams on to VICTORY.
Members are Robin Hardwick, Donna Hayden, Susan Tomko, Lisa Kline,
Sabrina Rhinehart, Lisa Faidley.
Wonder what Susan is upset about now?
Alright now girls all at once now!
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Teresa Shay, Sherry Hickey, Lisa Kline, Sherri Kline, Sonja Taylor, Whitney Shaindlin, Mar-
tha EasterHng, and Debbie Hucks.
COASTAL CAROLINA'S FIGHT SONG
Lyrics by
Professor Randall A. Wells
Coastal Carolina that's the name!
Coastal Carolina wins the game!
Chants are fightin' roosters and
Chants are fightin' boosters who
Nobody will tame!
Coastal Carolina that's the name!
Coastal Carolina wins the game!
Keep those claws a slashin' 'em
Keep those beaks a stabbin' 'em
They won't be the same!
Go Chanticleers!
Go Chanticleers!
Go red and black
On the attack!
Just let 'em know
That roosters crow













Singleton officially retired as Chancellor on June 30, 1983. He has been the chief executive administrator of the four-year
branch of the University of South Carolina since 1963. He will maintain an official relationship with Coastal Carolina College
as Chancellor Emeritis after his retirement and will serve as a consultant for educational and development matters.
"I love this college and I love this community," he told the assembly. "I know I will miss serving as Chancellor of this institu-
tion. However, after almost 40 years in public service, I welcome this retirement."
A native of Horry County, Singleton assumed the leadership of Coastal Carolina College in 1963, when the school con-
sisted of one building, a handful of instructors and approximately 100 students. After his 20 years with the institution
Coastal's rapidly expanding campus consists of nine major structures, including the new $3 million Wheelwright Auditorium
and the new $2 million Science Building. Student enrollment at the college is nearing 3,000 and the college faculty now
numbers 115.
"In the 20 years I have served as Director and Chancellor of Coastal Carolina College," Singleton told his faculty, "I have
watched the college develop from a tiny, two year branch of the University of South Carolina to a quality four-year University
campus, which I believe makes a major, positive contribution to higher education and to the quality of life in our region of the
state."
"In the last two decades," he said, "as I have tried to direct Coastal's development into a mature institution, I have receiv-
ed vital assistance from many people. USC-Coastal Carolina College thrives today as a reputable, progressive institution of
higher education greatly because of the many contributions of faculty members, administrators, students and members who
worked hard to make that vision succeed."
"My service as Director and Chancellor of Coastal Carolina College has been a major fulfillment of my life. I leave the posi-
tion of Chancellor with a sense of sadness, but my overwhelming emotion at this time is a comforting sense of pride in this in-
stitution; in its spectacular history; in its meaningful contribution; in the many people who have shared in its growth; and to
the promise of its future."
"I am grateful to the Coastal Education Foundation, to the Horry County Higher Education Commission and to the USC
Board of Trustees for all the assistance I have received from these groups over the years."
"I am grateful that at Coastal Carolina College I have been able to see a dream become reality."
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Dr. Fred W. Hicks officially assumed the position of
chancellor of USC-Coasta! Carolina College on July 1, 1983,
after four years of service as president of Wesleyan College in
Macon, Georgia. He succeeded Dr. Edward M. Singleton, who
retired from the chancellor's position at Coastal after 20 years
of service. Dr. Hicks was selected as the new chancellor by a
college search committee and the president of the University of
South Carolina, following an examination of more than 200
candidates.
A native of Detroit, Michigan, he holds a Ph.D. in Higher
Education Administration from the University of Michigan, an
M.A. in History from the University of Michigan, an M.S. in
Criminal Justice from Rollins College, an A.B. in History from
the University of Michigan and an L.H.D. from Rollins College.
Prior to assuming the presidency of Wesleyan College, Dr.
Hicks was executive vice president of Rollins College in Winter
Park, Fla., where he also served for a period as acting president.
He came to Rollins College in 1964 as director of student af-
fairs. He was a professor of history, became executive assistant
to the president, then executive vice president and for a while
served as acting president of the institution.
In the early 1960's, he served as director of financial aid at
the University of Michigan and as assistant to the vice president
for public relations and development at the University of
Michigan. He has served on the Board of Directors of the
American Red Cross of Macon; on the Board of Trustees of the
Macon Historic Preservation Heritage Foundation and as direc-
tor of Sun First National Bank of Winter Park. He was chairman
of the Board of Trustees of Winter Park Public
Library; chairman of the Civil Service Board of
the City of Winter Park and was a member of
the Board of Trustees of Winter Park Memorial
Hospital.
He and his wife, Ann, have two children and













Director — Alumni Affairs
134 Janis W. Chesson









































Director — Campus Facilities
Randall Cox











































Asst. Public Services Librarian














Dianna L. Smith Library Director Kathy Burke Media Asst.
Robert W. Squatriglia
Assoc. Vice-Chancellor and Dean of Student Development
Alisa Mosley, Director





























Graduate & Continuing Education
Sally Hare































































































































































































































































































Health and Physical Education







Cindy Barnes — 84
Marketing
David M. Barton — 83
Business Administration
Linda J. Bellamy — 83
Bachelor of Arts
John A. Bailey — 84
Interdisciplinary Studies
Kelly J. Black — 83
Bachelor of Sciencp
Lisa S. Burroughs — 83
Bachelor of Science




Katharine M. Clayton — 84
Business Administration
Walter Conner — 84
Business Administration
Cheri L. Davis — 84
Political Science
Sujit N. Fernando — 84
Business Administration








Connie D. Gibbs — 83
Interdisciplinary Studies
James M. Gray — 82
Interdisciplinary Studies
Peggy L. Hammond — 83
Education
Deborah D. Godbold — 82
Business Administration
Ginny Greenwood — 84
Interdisciplinary Studies
Roger D. Grier — 83
Business Administration
Eric Allen Heller — 82
Education
Herman J. Holmes — 84
Biology
Rachel Graham — 84
Marketing
Anita S. Gupta — 82
Interdisciplinary Studies
Diann D. Houchins — 84
Interdisciplinary Studies
Marion T. Hucks — 83
Business Administration
Anna M. Huff — 84
Elementary Education
Meet your deadlines, or else
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Gene K. Inman — 84
Business Management
Mary E. Johnson — 83
Business Administration
Martha J. Kelly — 84
Business Administration
Rebbeca E. King — 84
Physical Education
Jeffrey D. Maximona — 83
Interdisciplinary Studies
Charles F. Nofal — 82
Business Administration
Angela S. Nolan — 84
Elementary Education
Tina D. O'Connor — 83
Business Administration
Tracy D. Osborne — 83
Business Administration
William E. Perry — 84
Psychology
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Sarah A. Pierce — 84
Nursing
Harry W. Rogers 84
Psychology
Carolyn J. Smith — 83
Business Administration
Sarah J. Purcell — 84
English
Karen Rabon — 84
Business Administration




Lynne Radcliffe — 84
English
Zack G. Shepard, Jr. — 84
Interdisciplinary Studies
Dale K. Smith — 84
Business Administration
Warren J. Tompkins — 83
Interdisciplinary Studies
Carole C. Tyler — 84
Accounting






Ellen Ward - 83
Education















Elizabeth Anderson David Applegate Denise Armour Danny S. Ashby Earle Atkinson
Tony Benefiel
Rob Bennyworth Cathie Benton Joseph Bindner Dana Blackston Angelia Blaine
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George Brazell Mark Brazell Wendy Brinson
*ffl#?
John Brogdon Timothy G. Bromell
Carla Brown Greg Brown Gwendulya Williette Brown
/_
Steve Brown Terri Brown
Troy Brown Judith Brumell Ida Bryant Pamela Butler Cynthia Cain
Melissa Cain Ann Calhoun William Cantey Tim Carlisle James Castellani
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Daniel J. Cihocki Sheila Clardy Frances Clark
Jeffrey B. Cole Darlene Collins Donna Collins Gina Collins Nancy Collins
Valerie Collins Kevin Connolly Mike Conner Bobby Cook Helen Cook
Barbara Cooke Lori Cooke
v i
Trent Cooper Mirinda Cribb Robin Crouch
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Ty Curtis Linda Darrah
Elsie M. Doub Bud Davis Doretha Davis
Kenneth Davis Lois Dellinger
< 1
Walter Dinkins Luis Donayre Diane Dorsey
Karen Douglas Kim Douglas Terry Douglas Drexel Drew
Linda Dyson Stephan Eaddy Ellen Edwards Donna Faye Elliot Pamela Elvis
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Martha Enslen Gene Euchler Connie Evans George Furgeson Tony Finney
/
Elizabeth Floyd Scott Forrester Valerie Fortner Edward Lane Fowler Scott Derik Fowler
Tammy Franklin Gina Frink Lawrence Fulton Lou E. Fulton Stewart Funderburk
Melva Gibeau Pruitt Gibson Lue Ester Giles Koen Gizaman Mandy Glover
Tommy Goldman Richard Gore Alisa Graham Annette Graham Hoyt L. Graham
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Karen Graham Russell Graham Emanuel Graves
Barbara A. Greene Cynthia Grier Andy Griffin
Craig Hardee Glenn Hardee Sharon Hardwick Donna Harkins William Harper





Ronald Henderson Teresa Henderson
Daniel Hoffman Kurt Holden
Holly Holland
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Tommy Housand Kimberly Hucks Sylvia A. Huff Demora Huggins Rosanna Hunter
Joy Jarrett Dcbra Jiles Cynthia Johnson Jill Johnson Jimmy Johnson
Randy Johnson Timmy Johnson Vivian Johnson Joyce Jones Stephan Jones
Susan Jones Kristi Jordan Phillip Jordan Phillip Karantcolas Suzie Karetas
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Rosemary Kinney Tina Kinnunen Scott Kirkley Robyn Lee Kooistra Mahmood Ladha
Nancey Lambert Clara Lance Claudine Lance Karen Lane Kevin Lassen
Kim Lewis John Lewis Tamara Lewis Douglas Linscott Johnny Ray Livingston
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/ vv
Bill Loctzinski Michelle Loftus Lisa Lokey William Love Jeffrey T. MacNeir
Anthony Martin Mark Matheson Whitney Mathews Lisa Maxwell Cathy McAlister
Benjie McCall Angela McClary Gwendolyn McClelland Gayla McCracken Laurie McDaniel
Pamela McGarvey Lynn McManus Edith Medley Chad Melton
Mathew N. Merricks Cheryl Miller Pam Miller Randy Miller Jon Mitchem
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Robert Mitchum Jr. Paula Judson Moeller Mike Mongeon Suzanne Moniz Jose Monteregro
Tammy Moore Jan Morris Camellia Morse Andrew Morse Thad Mullis
Steven Neeves Glenda Newton Robert Ogdon George Oliver Christopher Owens








Alan Richardson Bobby E. Richardson II Michael Richardson
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V /»
Diane Roemcr Al Rollings Todd Rollings Ronald Romano Kathi Roof
Gayle Rush Dale Saleeby Susie Sanders Samuel Sarvis Kim Schild
Anne E Schmitz
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Tammy Selvey Renee Shelley Wendy N. Shelley Fran Shepard
William Simmons
Debbie Silvis Paul Simmons
Teri Skipper Steven Slater Cathy Smith





Brenda Stanley Harry Stevens Melanie Stevens Douglas Stroud
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Pat Stroud Carmen Suggs Greg Suggs Michael Suggs Ernest Swantee
John Talar Deborah Tatum Michelle Taylor Denise R. Tholen Rachel Thomas
t
Andree Thompson Angela Thompson Charles Thompson Darwin Todd Miriam J. Todd
Nancy L. Traylor Robert S. Truss, Jr. Elizabeth Tucker Erwin F. Tucker
Clayton Tyler Cathy VanVoorhis Melesa Venters Teresa Venters Gwen Vereen
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Margaret Weaver Valerie Weaver Andrea Wellington Nannette West Don Westcott
Janice Williams Sharon Williams Edward Wilson Ann Winebarger
Huston E. Wolfe Allen Wrenn Richard Young II Andrew Zachary
179
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Kingston Office Supplies, Inc.
Quasar - RCA - Whirlpool - Gibson Bassett - Maytag
Kitchen Aid - Jenn-Air - Amana - Litton
Phone 248-2548 • 248-9533
CAROLINA APPLIANCE &
FURNITURE COMPANY
1102 THIRD AVENUE. CONWAY. S. C. 29526
YOUR APPLIANCE 8c FURNITURE HEADQUARTERS
WHO NEEDS AND APPRECIATES YOUR BUSINESS


















Tiber F D I C © 1973 First -Citizens Sank & Trust Comp
Offering Full Banking Services




MYRTLE BEACH FARMS COMPANY
Myrtle Square Myrtle Offices Myrtle Beach Pavilion and Amusement Park Myrtlewood Golf Courses




KELLEY'S I PHOTO SUPPLY
INC.
1000 N. Kings Hwy.








A-1 MOBLIE HOME PARTS & SERVICE
"Every thing you need to improve






Myrtle Beach's Largest Department Store
With 18 Complete Departments




"The Body Shop Specialist"
P.O. Box 421
307-B Highway 15






Highway 501 — Conway, S.C.
THE CORRAL
Family Arcade and Sandwich Shop
1606 North Main Street
Conway, S.C.
"For All Your Formal Needs"











The Very Best In 50's, 60's v
And Beach Music
i
2000 North Kings Highway





Hwy 501 — Conway
Ph. 365-2121 (Conway)
448-5553 (Myrtle Beach)







THE GRAND STRAND'S NEWEST ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
Behind Hawaiian Village



















Prescriptions Filled • Lenses Duplicated
Frames • Sunglasses • Repairs
MYRTLE SQUARE MALL ^^^ opticians
MYRTLE BEACH, S C. 29577 %&W .3,,',' , '''' n "'
DIVINE'S
SPORTS CENTER
Clothing and Sports Equipment
2204 N. King Hwy.
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
(803) 448-3334
-^t—^^ Myrtle Square Mall
Myrtle Beach
Coastal Mall, Conway
, , , a aniqcie dfoffiUttf exfierUence.





Conway's Oldest and Finest
Department Store With Fashions











"Probably the best predominate!) seafood
restaurant is the Gull\ I





















CAYCE LAKE CITY CONWAY
LEXINGTON COLUMBIA













DO ALL THEIR BANKING AT
©Registered Service Mark owned and licensed by MEMBER FDIC
The Citizens and Southern National Bank of South Carolina.
©1981, C&S Bank of S.C.
198
people; federal




501 MAIN STREET / CONWAY. SC 29526
(803) 248-4226
FLORENCE
238 S. COIT STREET / FLORENCE. SC 29503
(803) 662-3245
GEORGETOWN
1701 HIGHMARKET STREET / GEORGETOWN. SC 29440
(803) 546-2122
LORIS
4242 MAIN STREET / LORIS. SC 29569
(803) 357-3000
MYRTLE BEACH
2305 N. OAK STREET / MYRTLE BEACH. SC 29577
(803) 626-3546
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH
HIWAY 17. CRESENT SECTION / NORTH MYRTLE BEACH. SC 29582
(803) 272-5367
SURFSIDE BEACH
HIWAY 17 / SURFSIDE BEACH. SC 29577
(803) 238-5144
Main Office
2619 North Oak Street
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 448-5151
Dunes Office
7500 North Kings Highway
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 449-7451
North Myrtle Beach Office
521 Main Street, Ocean Drive Section
North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
(803) 249-2333
Surfside Office
Highway 17 & Glens Bay Road







Highway 707 & Cimerron Drive
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 293-4470
Insured by FSLIC
t=jAn Equal Housing Lender
Omicrom Delta Kappa members.
<oojtal Federal







P O Box B67
Myrtle Beach. SC 29577
Tel 18031 448-9411




WHERE THE LOCALS DRINK & DINE
BOB RUSENKO
OWNER
2002 N. KINGS HWY.














/2 Mile South from Hilton's Entrance)
Tel. 449-3344
449-6533
















Conway: 3rd Avenue — Mam Street
MEMBER FDIC
Coastal Mall / Surfside Beach / Northside Myrtle Beach
Red Hill: Hwy 501 & Hwy 544
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MAKE COORS PARTOF YOURGAME.




ONE SET OF FOOTPRINTS
One nigftlMM^ntttw^yiiefV-fl^^FWft^rW
along the beach with the C5rd. Across the sky ffashe
from his life. In each scene he noticed two sets of footprints in the
sand — one belonging to him and the other to the Lord. When
the last scene flashed before him, he looked back at the footprints
and noticed that many times along the path there was only one
set of footprints in the sand.
He also noted that this happened during the lowest and sad-
dest times in his life. This bothered him and he questioned the
Lord: "Lord, i/^ ^^dMBjj^^focidad to follow you, you would
walk beside me all the way. But I noticed that during the most-
troublesome times of my life, there was only one set of footprints.
I don't understand why, when I needed you most, you deserted
me. The Lord replied, "My precMus child;! feVe* yW and would
never leave you. Duringjyour tifnes of trial and suffering when










In Memoriam — Jeffrey Todd Macneir
He bounded onto the College scene in 1980. He said that he had
selected USC-Coastal Carolina College only after a Spring and Summer
of visits to college campuses, large and small, up and down the
southeastern coast. He had even attended Summer orientation sessions
on some of those campuses, as he did ours. He grinned that disarming,
infectious grin that was to become his trademark — and he said he
wanted to be on a campus where he felt comfortable with people. He
wanted a small campus, he said, where he could get involved, where he
could get to know people, where he could contribute, and where he
could have fun.
He said his name was Jeffrey Todd Macneir, and to please call him
Todd. That was my introduction to a remarkable young man who was
to become known for his enthusiastic and complete involvement in cur-
ricular and co-curricular life at the College on virtually a twelve-month
basis.
In September 1980, he was elected Freshman Class Representative
beginning his student political and service career — an involvement
which was to steadily gain momentum thereafter. His always friendly,
always enthusiastic manner first amused then enthused those with
whom he had contact.
He became Secretary, the Vice President of the Student Govern-
ment Association. He chaired the Student Affairs Committee, and
became increasingly involved in the Campus Union, Chanticleer,
Atheneum, Archarios, S.U.W., International Club, and Sigma Phi Ep-
silon Fraternity. He participated in virtually every College curricular
and co-curricular event in some capacity. Seldom did an event happen
without his involvement.
His two-year service as an Orientation Assistant interacting with new
students centered about an enthusiastic and complete embrace of the
College. He recruited heavily for student involvement and participa-
tion. He ignited the interest of new students in their new College.
His involvement in the South Carolina State Student Legislature pro-
vided him a unique opportunity to blend his interest in political process
and his commitment to nature. Current pending legislation in our
legislature in behalf of the cause of reptile conservation in our State is a
tribute to that commitment. His deep and sincere appreciation of
nature underlay much of his classroom involvement and performance.
In the classroom, he was multi-faceted — showing great promise as a
field naturalist. A five-week Georgia field expedition revealed deep
convictions, sensitivity, high energy levels, enthusiasm and motivation.
He was generous to others with his time, his talent, with himself. In a
world where the givers are far outnumbered by the takers, he was a
giver of the first order. When asked about his motives for his life style,
he said repeatedly and simply: "This is my College and I love this
place. I want to make it better — better for everyone."
During his lifetime, Todd was fully alive — for he employed his talents effectively and his life was vibrant. He was more concerned with what
was going right in his life — and much was going right in his life — and he was less concerned with what was going wrong.
The enthusiasm which characterized his life in its many parts suggests now to us that Todd was mindful of the 39th Psalm: "Lord, help me to
realize how brief my time on earth will be. Help me to know that I am here for but a moment more."
There is much silent testimony in our campus community to the enthusiastic presence and commitment of Todd Macneir. Our campus is the
richer, and the better, for it. Our memory of his presence is the most powerful of all memorials — and certainly the most lasting.
Dr. Robert W. Squatriglia
Associate Chancellor, Student Development
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We meet many people in our lifetime, some good, some bad, many won't lift a finger to help themselves or to help
a friend, but occasionally we meet a person who over shadows everyone in their enthusiasm and energy. Todd was
such a person. His energy knew no boundaries. He lived every day as a new day with a new challenge. He lived his life
to the fullest.
Life is a process, a process that begins with birth and ends with death. When we bury the old, we receive some
comfort in the fact that they lived a long and fruitful life, but when someone dies young, we find it hard to understand
the reason for this death.
As friends of Todd each of us must seek to understand his death. I am just one voice which must speak for hun-
dreds. To each of us he showed his love differently. Todd was a giver and a believer. He gave his time to all of us. If a
job needed to be done, Todd was the one to get it done. He believed in this institution, it was his College. He proved
that the students don't just come to class and leave, nor that the faculty just come to teach. Todd proved that we are
a family, brother and sister to each.
Todd worked to insure the rights of all students here at Coastal and his death is not an end to his work, but a sign
that all of us must carry on his work.
We love you, Todd, and will always remember you and thank you for the help you gave us and for the privilege of
knowing and loving you.
Philip Lassen
ME AS A TREE
MY ROOTS HAVE BEEN PLANTED,
SINCE THIS IS MY HOME,
MY BRANCHES ARE REACHING,
FOR SOMEWHERE TO ROAM;
OLD LEAVES ARE BENEATH ME,
AND NEW ONES APPEAR,
THE OLD LEAVES HAVE GUIDED,
THE NEW ONES WILL STEER;
THE WIND BRUSHES PAST ME,
AND CARRIES MY SCENT,
LETTING ON TO THE WORLD,





1982 - THE YEAR IN REVIEW
ALL THE WORLD WAS A STAGE IN 1982 AS THE FUTURE
ACTOR SON OF PRINCE CHARLES AND PRINCESS DI,
PRINCE WILLIAM ARTHUR PHILLIP LOUIS, WAS BORN IN
JUNE, WHILE HENRY FONDA, INGRID BERGMAN, AR-
THUR RUBENSTEIN, GRACE KELLY, JOHN CHEEVER,
JOHN BELUSHI, PAUL LYNDE, VIC MORROW, ANNA
FREUD, DAVE GARROWAY, ARCHIBALD MACLEISH,
MARTY FELDMAN, FERNANDO LAMAS, AND
[ONK MADE THEIR FINAL EXITS. SEVEN PEOPLE DIED FROM TAKING CYANIDE-LACED
SCENE LOOKING FOR REESE'S PIECES AND A PHONE. ARGEN-\ BURS Wn'm
IA AND B )UGHT A SEVENTY-FOUR DAY WAR OVER THE RIGHT TO RULE THE FALKLAND
RE IN LEBANON FOLLOWED THE SLAYING OF PRESIDENT-ELECT BASHIR
MAYEL. APPLE II, TRS-80, COMMODORE 64, AND ATARI COMPUTERS MADE THEIR GRAND ENTRANCE
DS. A
FORE LUTION. DR. BARNEY CLARK RECEIVED THE FIRST MAN-MADE
...._ _.. __ _HT90 KILLED 78 WHEN IT CRASHED INTO THE ICEY POTOMAC RIVER:
IE SKUTNIK WAS DECLARED A HERO FOR SAVING SOMEONE'S LIFE. ALEXANDER HAIG WAS
•D BY GEORGE SHULTZ AS SECRETARY OF STATE. FORMER SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR
ARDS RESIGNED AS SECRETARY OF ENERGY TO BECOME THE PRESIDENT OF THE MEDICAL
SOUTH CAROLINA. IN CONWAY, SOUTH CAROLINA, DR. EDWARD MARION SINGLETON
CED HIS RETIREMENT, AND THE SCIENCE BUILDING WAS DEDICATED. LEONID BREZHNEV (75)
PLACED BY TH1
UNEMPLOYMEINT WAS 10.8% THE HIGHEST SINCE THE GREAT DEPRESSION.
lL JAMES DOZIER WAS FREED FROM HIS CAPTIVITY BY THE
RED BRIGADE. WAGES GREW AT THE SMALLEST RATE IN FIFTEEN YEARS: THE VALUE OF FARMLAND
POPPED: AUTO PRODUCTION WAS AT ITS LOWEST POINT IN TWENTY-FIVE YEARS: PEOPLE STOOD IN
NE TO PLAY PAC-MAN, SPACE INVADERS AND DONKEY KONG. SMURFS HIT THE SCENE. THE SPACE
UTTLE COLUMBIA, NAMED FOR SOUTH CAROLINA'S CAPITOL CITY, TOOK OFF AGAIN. BRANIFF,
.TAIR, AND LAKER AIRLINES EXITED FROM THEIR INDUSTRY. "FREE" ELECTIONS WERE HELD IN EL
SALVADOR. RONALD REAGAN WEATHERED FOREIGN TRAVEL, PROBLEMS WITH CONGRESS, AND AN
OFF-YEAR ELECTION THAT GAVE DEMOCRATS TWENTY-SIX MORE SEATS IN THE HOUSE. PEOPLE
BEGAN TO ASK, "WHO IS GEORGE BUSH?" THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT DIED FOR LACK OF
THREE STATES TO RATIFY. MX MISSLE PLANS WERE ANNOUNCED BY THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION,
AND ANTI-NUCLEAR RALLIES WERE HELD AROUND THE WORLD. ENTEN ELLER WAS CONVICTED FOR
V. .. REAGAN . . . SKUTNIK . . . HAIG . . . FONDA . . . HINKLE^
FAILING TO REGISTER FOR THE DRAFT. WAYNE WILLIA'
TA. AND JOHN HINCKLEY WAS ACQUITTED BY REASON <
TEXAS, WAS EXECUTED BY INJECTION. JOHN DELOREA1
CONSPIRING TO SELL COCAINE, AND HAD TO PUT UP
LOREN, ACTRESS AND OUTLAW, DID SEVENTEEN DAY?
MYUNG MOON MARRIED 2075 IDENTICALLY DRESSED CO
INCOME TAX EVASION, ALSO, POPE JOHN PAUL II VIS
CANTERBURY IN LONDON. LECH WALESA WAS FREED I
LASTED 57 DAYS IN THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
PIONSHIP AT THE ORANGE BOWL IN JANUARY BUT WA!
RECRUITMENT VIOLATION DURING THE FALL. A DESOLi
TENNESSEE, BECAME THE SITE OF THE 1982 WORLD'S F
FRANK ZAPPA AND HIS DAUGHTER, MOON UNIT, STRUC1
"ANNIE" WAS THE HIT ON BROADWAY. PRINCE ANDR
ALARM. MARY DECKER-TABB, 24, SET SEVEN WORLD DI
THE WOMAN'S MILE. THE STOCK MARKET SET RECORD!.
AND THE MOST SHARES TRADED IN ONE DAY. UNSEASO.
THE EAST DURING THE FALL, BUT THE WEST EXPERIEN<
FLOODS WERE COMMON IN THE MID-WEST. ISRAEL MARC
THE VIETNAM MEMORIAL WAS FINALLY DEDICATED IN
JAMES WATT FOR REAL?" THE YEAR 1982 WAS MARKE1
EXITS; SOME RECEIVED RAVE NOTICES, OTHERS WERE TC
. SINGLETON . . . GEMAYEL . . . DOZIER
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I know the time has come for me to say good-bye to
the editorship of the ATHENEUM and as 1 write this I
am experiencing mixed feelings: pleasure and relief that
it is finished; pain and a feeling of loss because I have
lived and breathed ATHENEUM for the past two years;
and anticipation and fear of how the finished product
will look.
Any yearbook is a memory book because you look at
it and remember the good and sometimes sad times you
have had. A yearbook is made up of a collection of
photos, words, and people. And the people who made
this book possible will always be in my fondest
memories, for we have persevered through endless
hours of hard work, late nights, and weekends.
I would like to thank my staff who have made the
ATHENEUM a reality. For without you, there would not
be a yearbook. Thank you Lisa, Robin, Teri, Cindy, and
Sheila for spending all those weekends in the Quad
working on the Clubs section. Jamie and Teresa, thanks
for getting the sports section together. Vicki the Faculty
section turned out just great, it better have since we
stayed up all night drawing all those little squares. Also
without the help of my photographers Tim, Lisa,
William, and Scott, we could not have made it. Thank
you! Paula, thanks for doing a little bit of everything
from selling ads to drawing quad-paks. Thanks also to
Sharon for helping me out with the senior section. John,
thanks for doing some photography and giving me
valuable advice. To my advisors, Scott Johnson and
Veronica Davis, I owe the world and then some for stan-
ding behind me.
I also owe a debt of gratitude to numerous people out-
side the staff itself. I want to thank Dr. Squatriglia and
Pat Singleton for pulling me through the hard times and
believing in me. To Debbie Citraro and Cheri Callahan, I
owe more than just a mere thank you. They have given of their time and energy to help me out of many a tight spot.
I owe a great deal to the media center, they were so helpful in teaching me what I know about photography, thanks Esther, Clyde, ;
Mack. To Bill Edmonds and Lisa Graham THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!!! The majority of
photography was either taken or printed by them and without their help this book would not have been a reality.
My sincere appreciation goes to my family, friends, and the people I work with at the Conway National Bank for putting up with an abs
and always harried daughter and friend.
Also to Whit Cline, Taylor Publishing representative, thank you for working with us when we went to a two year book.
The 1982-83-84 ATHENEUM is a book about the experiences and happenings of the past two years. A two year ATHENEUM was a r
experience for Coastal Carolina College. It all came about because we did not want to lose the memories of the 1982-83 school year wl
over half of the book got lost in the mail between Coastal and Dallas, Texas. I hope you will cherish this book for it holds 216 pages
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